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Objectives 

1. Identify characteristics of effective narratives on teaching. 

2. Reflect on your personal teaching narrative  

3. Develop a plan to write and/or revise your narrative 

University Expectations 

 

“UTRGV is committed to retaining and promoting those faculty whose work achieves a high standard of 

excellence and who demonstrate, through the performance of their duties, a commitment 

to professionalism and to UTRGV’s mission. To this end, full-time faculty members and continuing part-

time faculty members at UTRGV will be evaluated annually. In evaluating a faculty member’s 

performance in teaching, research, service, patient care, or administration (as applicable), reviewers are 

expected to provide faculty with an appraisal of their job performance compared to the 

standards/criteria set forth in or adopted under this policy. The objectives of this annual 

evaluation process include providing faculty with a more concrete understanding of ways to achieve 

professional growth, and providing a job performance basis for possible merit salary 
increases.” ANNUAL FACULTY EVALUATION 

Departmental Expectations 

“For lecturers, tenure-track faculty, and tenured faculty, teaching will be evaluated on the basis of 

official course evaluations administered by the university, peer evaluations of teaching, and quality and 
impact of teaching enrichment activities reported by each faculty member.” 
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“The Faculty Review Committee will assess the quality and impact of each faculty member’s teaching by 

reviewing the teaching enrichment activities reported for the period under review. Appendix 1: Teaching 

Enrichment Activities provides a list of possible activities that faculty members should report on and 

describe in their dossiers. The impact of a faculty member’s teaching performance is greater when it 

includes diversified teaching enrichment and pedagogical activities that are designed to increase student 

success. Incorporating experiential learning and community engagement and adapting courses for 

different student populations are highly encouraged […] Faculty members should report all of their 
activities and highlight the impact and significance of these activities in their review narratives.”  

College of Liberal Arts | Department of Writing and Language Studies Policies. 

Who has influenced my thoughts about writing my teaching narrative 

this year?  

1. Students' experiences with remote/online learning 

2. E-mail communications from department chair and college dean 

3. COVID-19 Message from the EVPs for Faculty Affairs and Health Affairs.  

4. How (Not) to Evaluate Teaching During a Pandemic by Jody Greene 

 

https://www.utrgv.edu/wls/_files/documents/wls-archive/wls-faculty-review-guidelines-041717.pdf
https://www.chronicle.com/article/how-not-to-evaluate-teaching-during-a-pandemic/


 

Teaching Narrative Mindset: 

* Shape your teaching narrative through a responsive teaching lens, always, but especially after COVID-

19. 

* Constructively reflect on the context of your teaching, pedagogical shifts, innovations, growth. 

* Write your teaching narrative for you and your students first and then for others (e.g., committees, 

chair, dean, upper admin.)  

What are characteristics of effective teaching narratives for annual 

review? 

1. Highlight values and beliefs about teaching and learning 

2. Focus on self-growth and improvement through examples 

3. Identify student engagement and learning   

4. Showcase innovation and redesign as linked to Strategic Plan and impact on student learning 

outcomes 

5. Contextualize students’ evaluations and peer observation of teaching 

6. Illustrate intersections among teaching, research, and service (as appropriate)  

7. Broaden definition of teaching to other areas, such as directing a thesis, guest speaker, or 
serving as a mentor 

1. Highlight values and beliefs about teaching and learning 

• Share values and beliefs about teaching 

• Identify shifts in our teaching values after COVID-19 to reflect flexibility, empathy, compassion 

http://e.issuu.com/embed.html#10209683/52682808


• Align values/beliefs about teaching to  

- student learning outcomes  

- course content  

- assessments  

- pedagogies 

2. Focus on self-growth and improvement through examples 

• Reflect on self-initiatives to improve our teaching 

• Identify areas of growth informed by peer and student feedback, student performance, student 

experience with remote/online learning 

• Commit to future action steps to further develop in these area 

3. Identify student engagement and learning 

• Articulate how students demonstrate engagement and learning in your courses 

• Provide specific examples of engagement/learning moments 

- What do assessments reflect about student learning outcomes? 

- How did you collect feedback from students on their learning experiences after COVID-
19?  

- How did this inform your pedagogical choices in the moment?  

• Reflect on your pedagogical practice (innovation #4) that impact learning 

4. Showcase innovation and redesign as linked to Strategic Plan and 

impact on student learning outcomes 

• What specific pedagogical practices impacted student learning (in remote/online learning)? 

- Community engagement 

- Undergraduate research projects  

- Problem-based learning  

- Collaborative assignments  

- A new technology  

- Culturally responsive practices  

http://e.issuu.com/embed.html#10209683/52682808


- Active learning strategies 

- Flexible teaching and learning plan  

- Shift to learning as opposed to "grades" 

- and many more... 

• Link your pedagogical practices to specific student learning outcomes as represented in 
assessments/projects 

• What new pedagogical approaches will you implement?  

5. Contextualize students’ evaluations and peer observation of teaching  

• Reflect on impact feedback from peers and students (e.g. course evaluations, reflections)  has 
on your teaching 

- What kind of feedback do you seek from peers and students?  

- What is the context for the feedback (e.g., course, learning objectives, assignment, goals, 
lesson, etc.)? 

- What meaning are you making about the feedback provided? 

- How have you used the feedback to improve your teaching that semester and/or 

subsequent semesters?  

6. Illustrate intersections with research and service and teaching and 

learning. 

• Explore how your teaching practices/pedagogical interests intersect with your research and 
service interest, if applicable. 

• Potential reflection questions: 

- How might a pedagogical approach lead toward a research study or project? 

- How does your research inform your teaching practices?  

- How might a course design lead to new assessment approaches to consider in an 

assessment committee?  

- How might conversations with students on their needs/questions inform informational 
sessions? 



7. Broaden definition of teaching to other areas, such as directing a 

thesis, guest speaker, or serving as a mentor 

• Reflect on teaching and mentoring students beyond the classroom: 

- Directing or serving on thesis or graduate portfolio committees 

- Serving as guest class speakers  

- Mentoring students (e.g., academic, undergraduate research, community engagement, 
etc.) 

• What impact do these teaching moments beyond the classroom have on your teaching? 

Reflection Questions 

• How can you draw on these or other suggestions/experiences to make your teaching visible?  

• What questions do you have about your teaching narratives?  


